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DFZs are detected by seismic waves 

[Huang et al., 2014]



How can DFZs change earthquake rupture? 
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How can DFZs change earthquake rupture? 

Fault plane

Rupture speed is how fast the rupture front propagates.
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DFZs trap waves and induce fault stress 
changes
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DFZs trap waves and induce fault stress 
changes



Homogeneous medium Damaged fault zones

Slip rate functions are altered by DFZ 
reflections

healing healing caused by reflections

(More high-frequency ground 
motion!)

Slip rate
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[Huang and Ampuero, 2011; Huang et al., 2014]



Rupture velocity is accelerated by 
head waves

Homogeneous rupture speed



Fault zone rupture speed

Transition caused by 
fault zone waves

Supershear

[Huang et al., 2014, 2016]

Rupture velocity is accelerated by 
head waves



Large attenuation delays rupture 
acceleration Elastic

[Huang et al., 2014]



Earthquakes cause DFZ damage on both 
compressional and extensional sides

Plastic deformation in a homogeneous medium

Plastic deformation in DFZs

More damageLess damage
[Huang et al., 2014]



DFZ damage preserves rupture 
pattern of previous earthquakes

Plastic deformation in a homogeneous medium

Plastic deformation in DFZs with rupture oscillation

More damageLess damage
[Huang et al., 2014]
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Earthquake cycle models are needed 
to understand DFZ development
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